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Fuel System Vapor Lock

Without a provision to cool the pump, va- por bubbles are formed at a rapid rate ... second electric pump of the continuous duty type, such as the Facet low ... 
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HOMEBUILDER ALERT



FUEL SYSTEM VAPOR LOCK v>



BY LYLE POWELL



Fuel system vapor lock occurs much more often than is generally supposed. It accounts for uneven firing on climb-out and uneven running when descending into the airport pattern at nearly closed throttle. It also occurs on takcoff, especially in hot weather, after being held in position with closed throttle long enough to collect a bunch of bubbles in the fuel system. A large percentage of "carb ice" incidents are really partial vapor lock.



arc usually redissolved downstream (due to increased pressure), but sometimes not completely. Another fundamental to realize is that the surface tension of a bubble is sufficient to make it obstructive at a small orifice, such as at carburetor inlet valves or fuel injection metering orifices. The engine driven fuel pump is bolted to the accessory case of the engine, and reaches equilibrium temperature at approximately the same level as the oil. Air cooling (by blast tube) over the outside of this pump is of minimal benefit. The only really effective cooling medium is the flow of fuel itself. At reduced or closed throttle, there is very little fuel flowing through the pump. Without a provision to cool the pump, vapor bubbles are formed at a rapid rate under such reduced throttle circumstances. This is due not only to the raised temperature but to the abrupt pressure drop induced at the pump inlet. Then, when the throttle is next opened, many bubbles rush downstream and produce rough running or even stoppage of the engine. The answers to this problem are several, but one stands out as the easiest and most effective—"the recirculating line." It's used in the Continental fuel injection system and by many of the homebuilders in the Southwest. A "T" fitting, preferably the AN type and made of steel, is inserted in the fuel line between the engine driven pump and the carb or servo



bubbles even with a closed throttle. Our pumps have a generous over-capacity to account for this extra flow. Vapor lock used to be common in our cars in the summer. In recent years it has become almost unknown in the automotive experience. The reason: the "recirculating line." Another approach is to plumb the boost pump in parallel (not scries) with the engine pump. This gets cool fuel to the carb or servo by bypassing the engine pump altogether. A check valve may be needed, depending on the type of pumps used. You may get an unpleasant surprise of rough running when you turn off the boost pump, but this is manageable, especially if the recirculating line is in operation. Another option to consider is to have a second electric pump of the continuous duty type, such as the Facet low pressure "beer-can" type. This is connected in series with the engine pump and is left "on" whenever the engine is running. What this does is to produce a positive pressure at the inlet of the engine pump, thus avoiding the negative pressure normally prevailing there. This avoids the bubbles normally produced. This electric pump should be placed low and behind the firewall so it is primed by gravity and not heated. Fuel filtration is very important in these systems to prevent obstruction of an orifice by a particle. The filter (not a gascolator) should be placed downstream of the fuel valve or valves, before



The recent trend toward above ground fuel tanks instead of the far more expensive underground tanks translates to fuel temperatures 20-40° F warmer than we used to have, and has significantly increased the tendency to vapor lock. This is especially true of auto fuel because of its higher volatility, but both 80 octane and 1OOLL aviation fuel are also susceptible to vapor locking problems if fuel systems are not properly designed. It's well to realize that vapor bubbles are normally manufactured at the inlet of the engine driven fuel pump. They



unit. The recirculating line portion of this T is drilled and tapped for a 1/4" x 28 thread receptacle for a short screw which has a #60 drill hole (.040") axially down its center. The recirculating fuel line returns to a fuel tank, or to the filter inlet where it mixes with a large amount of cool fuel. This line should be firesleeved and include adequate length for vibration isolation. At 15 psi this line produces a flow of 5-6 gph. At 5 psi the flow is about 3 gph. This is enough flow to keep the pump cool and prevent the accumulation of



any pumps or small orifices are encountered. I use a Fram HPG-1 filter obtainable at most auto supply stores or



In 1967, Lyle Powell made a tour of the Piper Aircraft factory and was shown a clear plastic mockup of the Navajo 's elaborate fuel system. He was very impressed to see that mockup show the several places in a fuel system where bubbles could be generated. After building t\vo homebuilts, he published his first excellent article on fuel systems in the April 1987 issue of Sport Aviation. Since that time, he has investigated a significant number of fuel system vapor lock problems, their causes and their cure. When I discovered that some of the aircraft we test at the CAFE Foundation for Sport A viation had fuel systems in need of the "cure, " I asked Lyle, who is my father-in-law, to write this article to get the word out on this important subject. This information should be considered a "service bulletin " to all homebuilders. - Brien A. Seeley, President CAFE Foundation
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speed shops. It's a steel cased 13 ounce device with a renewable element. Avoid the small "inline" filters because a good slug of particles could obstruct them. Several very good filters are available. Think carefully about your fuel system. Fuel delivery problems account for more accidents than all other sources combined in homebuilts, fuel is very volatile stuff, and bubbles really do obstruct small holes. ^
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Fuel System Vapor Lock 

aircraft we test at the CAFE Foundation for Sport A viation had fuel ... CAFE Foundation. Fuel system vapor ... A large percentage of "carb ice" incidents are really ...
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FUEL SYSTEM 

1394 TRACTOR. 3-2s. INJECTION PUMP. INJECTORS AND TUBES. Part No. DÃ¨scription. Required. K 957463 INJECTION PUMP - tuel (CAV DP43343F240) .
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FUEL SYSTEM 

(c) Install the injector into the delivery pipe and cylinder ... Refer to the intelligent tester operator's manual .... Perform the inspection in a well-ventilated area.
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FUEL SYSTEM 

flame in area when cleaning flame arrestor and crankcase ... being supplied to water pickup holes in gear housing or water pickup inlet, or water pump im-.
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FUEL SYSTEM 

manual for an understanding of system operation, before troubleshooting ..... the future. NOTICE TO OWNER/OPERATOR. Your engine is equipped with special design features and ... signed so that modifications are not pos- sible. â€¢. A durable ...
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A fuel system review 

The engine driven fuel pump outlet fitting (A) is drilled and tapped to provide a source for the .... system installation or the design of the individual ... calculation with a dipstick reading. (provided ... and ducting cooling air through it. b. En
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Fuel system Glasair.pdf 

Aug 9, 2012 - My calculations show about 365 Ib./in' of vacuum will be required to draw the ... the lines should be drained so fuel will not dry leaving residue.
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4 - Fuel System 

The following air systems have the following components (not including air tubes and hoses):. - Intake Air Shot Air .... BK BLACK. YEL YELLOW. BU ... BLUE. GRAN GREEN. RID... RED. WAT..WHITE. BRN. OR. LT8U ... Ignition system faulty (see Section 16).
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Fuel system Glasair.pdf 

Aug 9, 2012 - I know this statement makes you want to rush to the phone and notify your favorite tabloid ... independently by each tank which in turn feeds the electric boost pump. ... check valves), install a second sump, drain, fuel pickup and fuel
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fuel system mercarb 

MERCARB 2 BARREL CARBURETOR - 5B-1. 90-823226--1 996. MerCarb 2 BBL Carburetor. 00000. Units of Measurements. In. (mm). Torque Specifications.
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Fuel system - sequential electronic fuel injection engines 

flammable - great care must be taken when working on any part of the fuel system. Do not smoke or allow any naked flames or uncovered light bulbs near the ...
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power door lock control system - CapHector 

Door Lock Assembly. D Door Lock Motor. D Door Unlock Detection Switch. D Door Key Lock and Unlock Switch. Door Lock Assembly. D Door Lock Motor.
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Anti-lock Brake System: Pre-Check (Echo) 

(b) In case of not using TOYOTA hand-held tester: Check the DTC. (1) Using SST, connect terminals Tc and CG of DLC3. SST. 09843-18040. (2) Turn the ...
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A fuel system review.. - Size 

GRAVITY FLOW FUEL SYSTEM ESSENTIALS. 72 JUNE 1993 .... them away from hot exhaust pipes. The fuel lines may ... system installation or the design of.
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Some Thoughts on Vapor Pressure in Auto Fuel - Size 

fuel pump, all we do is create a vacuum in the suction line and at-. 22 JANUARY 1977 mospheric pressure pushing down on the liquid forces liquid up the.
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Chapter 3 Fuel system - MAFIADOC.COM 

3.14 Anti-flooding device vacuum intake (Weber .... should be between 5.5 and 6.5 mm (0.22 and. 0.26 in) and .... be between 6.5 and 7.5 mm (0.26 and 0.30 in).
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maintenance & restoration Fuel System Maintenance 

with no moving parts and a simple flat gasket where the cap meets the ... owners keep pipe cleaners (attached to. â€œremove ... designs on general aviation aircraft:.
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Some Thoughts on Vapor Pressure in Auto Fuel 

Jan 22, 1977 - which must be considered: (1) vapor pressure of ... Let's discuss vapor pressure first. .... density the system naturally runs richer at altitude than.
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fuel system hints and tips 

While talking to Larry Burton of. Klamath Falls, OR about his fuel tanks in his Cavalier and the fuel pick up prob- lems long tanks cause, I discovered he.
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maintenance & restoration Fuel System Maintenance 

During the descent, the pilot made a Mayday call advising that .... This is the inside of a wet wing fuel tank, with the fuel-sending unit in the center. You can see ...
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Vapor-Lock_causes_an 

A length of hose positioned over the top of the tank to was to discuss the findings of the investigation into the the pickup. cause of vapor lock and to make specifie ...
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Chapter 4 Part C: Fuel system - electronic fuel injection engines 

Electronic Fuel injection (EFi) with turbocharger on RS Turbo models. Application . ... .See Chapter 1. Fuel cut-off switch - removal and refitting .
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RÃ©paration Mercedes W123 Fuel Door Lock Actuator 

carburant et dÃ©verrouille avec le reste du systÃ¨me. Ce guide couvre l'enlÃ¨vement et la rÃ©paration de l'actionneur de style prÃ©coce. La thÃ©orie applique au style ...
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Lock Installation Installation Instructions Falcon Y-Lock 

B. Drill Trim Holes a. Drill holes in door face from both sides of door to avoid splintering wood. b. Chisel out notches on outside of door only. 2Â¹â�„â‚ˆ". (54mm).
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